Use Your Cal 1 Card Debit Account in the Laundry Room

1. Load your clothes.
Load your clothes into the laundry machine (washer or dryer). Remember the number of the washer or dryer.

2. Remember the Number.

3. Swipe your Cal 1 Card to use the Washer.
Slowly swipe your Cal 1 Card at the laundry controller and punch in the MACHINE NUMBER. Press ENTER. For WASHERS, press ENTER to start or CLEAR to cancel.

4. For single Dryers, follow the same steps.
Slowly swipe your Cal 1 Card and punch in the MACHINE NUMBER. Press ENTER.

5. For stacked Dryers the top machine is the number then 1 (eg. 1231). The bottom machine is just the number (eg. 123).

6. Adding extra Drying Cycles is easy.
After pressing ENTER, the laundry controller will prompt “SELECTED WITH 1 CYCLE” and will ask “EXTRA CYCLES?” Punch in “0” or the desired cycles and ENTER. Press ENTER again to start or CLEAR to cancel.

THAT’S IT! If your transaction is approved, the machine is activated and your remaining balance is displayed. Return to the machine and select the cycle to begin operation.

To CANCEL a transaction:
You may cancel at any time by pressing the CANCEL key. After the machine has been activated, transactions cannot be cancelled.

For Cal 1 Card PROBLEMS:
Contact the Cal 1 Card Office —
cal1card@berkeley.edu or 510.643.6839.

For REFUNDS:
Contact your Residence Hall Unit Office.

For email alerts for laundry room status:
cal1card.berkeley.edu/laundry

Check individual Washers and Dryers for current pricing for each laundry cycle.

To ADD MONEY online:
cal1card.berkeley.edu.